
S.M.A.R.T. GOALS WORKSHEET
Crafting S.M.A.R.T. Goals are designed to help you identify if what you want to achieve is realistic and determine a deadline. 
When writing S.M.A.R.T. Goals use concise language, but include relevant information. These are designed to help you succeed, 
so be positive when answering the questions.  

INITIAL 
Write the goal you have in mind 

GOAL 

S What do you want to accomplish? Who needs to be included? When do you want to do this? Why is this a 
goal? 

SPECIFIC 

M How can you measure progress and know if you’ve successfully met your goal? 

MEASURABLE 

A Do you have the skills required to achieve the goal? If not, can you obtain them? What is the motivation for 
this goal? Is the amount of effort required on par with what the goal will achieve? 

ACHIEVABLE 

R Why am I setting this goal now? Is it aligned with overall objectives? 

RELEVANT 

T What’s the deadline and is it realistic? 

TIME-BOUND 

SMART 
Review what you have written, and craft a new goal statement based on what the answers to the questions 
above have revealed 

GOAL 

https://goo.gl/zCZvM8


 

 
DISCLAIMER 

 
Any articles, templates, or information provided by Smartsheet on the website are 
for reference only. While we strive to keep the information up to date and correct, 
we make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about 
the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability, or availability with respect to the 
website or the information, articles, templates, or related graphics contained on 
the website. Any reliance you place on such information is therefore strictly at your 
own risk. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


	Wr te the goa you have n m ndGOAL: Embrace Conservative County Political Nonprofits that cannot adequately express themselves politically.
	What do you want to accomp sh Who needs to be nc uded When do you want to do th s Why s th s a goa SPECIFIC: Embrace Conservative Christian County Political Nonprofits that cannot adequately express themselves politically. Required by the CCMRA by-laws.
	How can you measure progress and know f youve successfu y met your goa MEASURABLE: This goal is achieved when other Conservative Nonprofits are brought into the membership and CCMRA leaders understand how ideas in soceity change overtime and influence politics. In general we must learn there are limited policy ideas that can be supported and pursued and focus must change overtime.
	Do you have the sk s requ red to ach eve the goa  If not can you obta n them What s the mot vat on for th s goa  Is the amount of effort required on par with what the goal will achieveACHIEVABLE: The CCMRA may not have the ability to influence this goal. The CCMRA should however offer support whenever possible.
	Why am I sett ng th s goa now Is t a gned w th overa ob ect vesRELEVANT: Fifth Objective identified in the CCMRA bylaws. Provide a legal umbrella for members of various Christian County tax-exempt conservative groups who cannot adequately express themselves politically within their existing structures.
	Whats the dead ne and s t rea st cTIMEBOUND: No deadline because this goal is controlled by other organization's priorities as seen through their model of the Overton Window.
	Rev ew what you have wr tten and craft a new goa statement based on what the answers to the quest ons above have revea edGOAL: Goal No. 7 - Embrace and/or support Conservative County Political Nonprofits that cannot adequately express themselves politically that share the CCMRA view of issues. NOTE: This objective may need to be reviewed for possible removal from the by-laws.


